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To the Reader,

S
o the year is 2016 and you’re likely feeling scared—scared of po-
litical rhetoric, scared of the fading influence of literature, scared 
of your student loans, scared that legitimate human interaction 
is taking a backseat to dating apps and social media. Scared that 

the act of thinking is slowly going out of style. Cliché or not, it’s hard not to 
let these thoughts spill out into our lives, and our art.    

I’m not going to pretend that this year’s edition of Stillpoint is a solution 
to our world’s problems, or even a distraction from them. But maybe that’s 
not what should be striving for. David Foster Wallace asserted that, 

I am truly proud to say that this year’s magazine 
does just that. The works before you are ground-
ed in the complicated nature of our time, and  
respond to it provocatively.

Stillpoint is proud to publish the very best 
that our undergraduate population has to of-
fer in terms of poetry, prose, visual art, and mu-
sic (we’ve got audio files on our website). This 
year, we received over 200 submissions across all 
genres. The publication in your hand holds 64 
pieces. You don’t have to be a math major to un-
derstand that there was a lot of really attractive 
stuff we weren’t able to include in our magazine. 
Stillpoint would like to recognize all of the writ-
ers, artists, and musicians who sent their work 

In dark times, the definition of good art would seem to 
be art that locates and applies CPR to those elements of 
what’s human and magical that still live and glow despite 
the times’ darkness.

“
”
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to us this year. It’s hard to commit time and effort to focus on an  artistic 
pursuit as a student, especially with all of the distractions one is faced with 
at an SEC school with +25,000undergrads. Know that we value your efforts, 
and the efforts of everyone out there composing art. 

Because it’s a battle, really. Don’t kid yourself. Even though, as an English 
major, I want to pretend otherwise, one thing that is basically always true is 
that there is nothing in our immediate experience of the world encourag-
ing us to read literature, let alone write it. The students who contributed to 
this book could have easily spent the time that it took to write/draw/com-
pose their pieces in other ways—like studying, or going out, or filing their 
taxes, or playing Crossy Road on their phones, or exercising, et cetera. The 
fact that you are holding a book of award-winning undergraduate creative 
work is a testament to the resilience of UGA’s artistic consciousness. All of 
the works inside of this book would exist without Stillpoint to curate them, 
anyway. I think that’s pretty telling.     

Happy Reading,

 Trevor Lisa

 Senior Editor 
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I pour my life into a styrofoam cup and learn that my blood is worthless, 
pink and sticky like the floors the morning after. I’m tip-toeing around 
my own living room hoping not to wake the snoring behemoth under the 
blanket closest to the window that I think is a person – that guy last night 
we had to drag from the couch and back again to make room for everyone 
else.
 
But I’m not sure.

Scrubbing the counters like some pissed off housewife, which I guess I 
kind of am, and wanting my roommates to clean up, but not really because 
I want the opportunity to hold this over their heads too.

I like cleaning up in spite of myself, like it’s some self-deprecatory exfoliat-
ing peel for the part of myself that won’t stop doing this. 

I don’t turn twenty for another two days but I feel like I’ve aged years in 
this one night. The voice of my grandmother in my head says “well maybe 
you shouldn’t have drank so much” and I think back “go away”.

It’s my birthday and all I can think about is how your stupid ex-girlfriend 
thought my party was lame. I don’t care I tell myself but really I think I 
have something to prove and I wanted to prove it last night. All I got was 
a lot of tape stuck to the ceiling from our half-hearted attempts at decora-
tion. I say out loud that I’ll get it later but as I do I know it will probably be 
there until we move out.

I think I want another drink.

I think I’d throw up if I took it but I didn’t get what I wanted last night and 
I need a rematch to prove myself.

I swear I’m having fun. 

2-8-2016, 8:36 AM
Victoria Pekala
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a life worth
living even if
we spend most
of life talking
about the end

god bless or 
nothing will help
nothing did help
where would i go
if you left

you move as fast as
a car
named mr. cookies
she’s fast but you’re
faster

what else but green
tea leaves that
look like pot
but i hate pot
but we hate pot

we hate the world
around us
the way it
treats us,
treats you

we can love the
sun and try to
climb roofs to
leave our problems
on the ground

i find an empty
pack of
American Spirits
and suddenly i lose
my spirit

how do i calm
down when your
health directly,
directly, directly

I’ll never finish
this poem

Celadon

Maxwell Rabb
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Garret / Killian Wyatt
Oil Paint on Canvas
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And I bite my tongue when I smile
Dear God totally has a crush on me
I’m adorable

Nagarjuna says I’m empty 
That’s the only way anything can change 
I feel as if I’m full of fluid
One way or another it will stream out of me
And then I’ll fill myself up again
Everything inside of me new and in motion 

Blushing from 
Above

Taylor Gates
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I like to shop at Marshall’s
Because I’m ok
With my shit
Being imperfect
I’m ok
With the clothes
On the floor
Like the cage of a circus monkey

I’m used to lying in my bed
Staring at the dirty hampers
Thinking that my arms hurt
From my last date
With myself

BOGO

Jeffrey Mann
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Hedersleben / Abigail West
Acrylic Paint on Canvas
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Chronicles

Roma Parikh

    on loss: 

dusty trails, starlit skies 
   (journeys) 
   crossing a cobblestone path 
   pressing the doorbell lightly  
  toes curling in stress, dare not breathe
  placing this weight on a welcome mat.
dusty mouths, starlit eyes 
   (homestay) 
   kissing wrinkly cheeks
   dogs barking until 3:34 
  touring as a tourist thinking that’s what I am not 
  arms wrapped in tight hugs thinking don’t let go. 
dusty bodies, starlit souls 
   (afterlife) 
  maybe in heaven, maybe in hell 
  I am hoping to see your somewhere.
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Lose It / May Hitchings
Woodcut
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you and
wet soft finger-knots
white knuckles grip slick handlebars
soles on stucco stickers climb climb
and dripping 

on top of the world the sun
breaks open
the dead air sound sniffs
nose upturned
goes somewhere
you’re glad to be rid of him

mammals beneath you twitch
and stir
harrumphing in their chairs
leaving a bit of flesh
in the pool

how skin swells with water
wait thirty minutes you’re
all bloodied
with watermelon
here
let me

jackknife
Katherine Norton
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in the end is a whale named      jeremiah,
floating in blood-red water, exposed.
in the end is you, your skin burnt red, 
         blistered.
god, your skin burns so easy.

in the end are twelve butterflies,
sharp, square wings—aerodynamic, functional, hideous—
they land in           open spaces,         open like
your mouth when you’re         honest,
open like leaving room for brutality,
open like vulnerability. 

god, your skin burns so easy. 

dirtskin

Manisha Banga
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Whale Ship Diptych / May Hitchings
Woodcut
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he carved his name into a tree
and chopped it down
and turned it into paper.
then wrote his name on that.

then crumpled it up 
and threw it in a trash bin.

Kobe

H.Z. Revicks
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this morning a 
bright red dances

in the snow 
with failing wings

dust coats the balcony 
a porch to mend

with cardinal directions 
limp between beak and boot’s

imprint

Discolored

Josh Jacobs
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Parking Deck / Casey Sykes
Digital Photograph
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I imagine you the way you were—
you, your taut-skinned feather-tipped hands,
pinning moth wings to red wax boards, delicate.
wiry fingers pressing against thinness,
pressing against pulsing pulse points, no flight, delicate,
calloused knuckles nudging wax,
thin wrists bending, delicate,
moth wings, delicate.

I imagine myself the way I was,
knife in my mouth, handle between my teeth, blade out.
teeth marks from bearing down so hard, 
dull canines from bearing down so hard, blade out,
playing the victim, there’s a knife in my mouth, blade out,
filing nails so far, nails shorn down to bloody skin,
jutting chin sharp, knife sharper, blade out. 

you, thumbprints on your neck,
me, brown skin and porcupine limbs,
you, three scars on each breast,
me, red-handed—

I see it. my knife-mouth, blade out,
you, pinning back moth wings, delicate.
me, my flaming edges, sharp,
me, catalyst, cataclysmic,
me and my edges, watching you pin down moths to red wax boards—

you, wax melting, 
you, red handed. 

feathertip Manisha Banga
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their little touches, together-swaying,
shine brighter than the naked lightbulb behind them;
the warm fibers of their laughter burn slowly.

his knuckled hands disturb his faded cap 
with the ease he puts his ’98 Toyota in park, 
watches an exactitude of cream swirl in tea.

her bed is shaped like him. 
her necklace clasps covered in a map 
of his fingerprints 
and in his every jacket pocket
trinkets of herself tend mortgaged homes. 

but later on, he will buckle under her golden weight
and his musk will upset her stomach. 
she will lament to her diary
“if only hearts were perforated.”

field notes Meredith Brasher
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i prescribe you two nights strong
milk and me in your sheets,
the doctor’s orders.

do the jitterbug to the hum of t.v. clickers,
your saran-wrapped sing-along is out of tune.

don’t fall asleep at work.
don’t cook salmon in the dishwasher.

if you switch your toothpaste with lighter fluid,
i sure as hell can’t help you.

i’m glad you liked my movie,
it took me a lifetime to make.

bedtime

Jianna Justice
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First Day

                          Within the angles of your first hour
                                      Receptacles will be provided
                        To place the opaque, paper-thin film
                                        As it sizzles from the cornea
Revealing awkward blocks of worldly witticisms,
                                                    Trains of moot points,
                       Romance held clean behind the glass.

   Slice index finger cleanly open
                            (“Hot-Dog-Style”)
                           Use to flavor salsa
                           Approve timecard
                              Finally lick clean
And clot with rice-queso mortar.

                             Remember: All coworkers are your supervisor
                                                                              And you’re theirs too.
                     Make sure to refrain from excessive pleasantries as
This could erode the fine points pressing persistently forward.
               Paystubs have been scattered throughout ground beef
                                                                          To ensure attentiveness.

Note presumed subtractions for training,
                                                        Shelter and
  Inevitable post-termination retribution.
                                     Welcome to the team.
                                         One smile per shift
  Sweep your footprints before you leave.

Matt McClintock
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The Other Other Matt Barnes / Killian Wyatt
Oil Paint on Canvas
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Flex / May Hitchings
Linocut
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Depressed snake lady’s head rolls out of the oil
We pass her around on a pony tail, hair still slithering and wet
Jack sticks two fingers in her nose
Flanged nostrils
Flush with her face
Howard kisses her and she bites into his bottom lip
A violent muscle memory
The blood comes easy
Pooling around her filed shark teeth
Dribbling down his neck
Her drooped eyelids now peel open as we fight her off his face
Her eyes
Marble glassy gray
Turn me into stone

 

Morgan Curtis

s
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Waves break at my teeth.
My head is moving side to side.
Don’t walk so fast - 
my feet are rooted too deeply.
Don’t talk so loud - 
my ear hairs are asleep
I grew tired of stuffing them with cotton.
Do you wanna see the stars?
Close your eyes.
Listen.
They’re popping in the distance.
In a dark Bollywood bedroom. 

Frontal 
lobe 
massage

Abbigayle Mathis
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Across the gilded skin
Above the meat of life

Step stage down,

Bow.

But the lights are already cut.

In Hell: Every squirrel you’ve ever rundown is waiting,
But they’ve bored beyond vengeance.

This terrifies you.
This is indeed the most terrifying thing you’ve ever heard.

Break

A crowd of mutilated squirrels now tries to console you
As you sob uncontrollably in Hell.

One gives you a little squirrel kiss on the cheek.
Some of her guts fall into your lap,

Everyone laughs.

Humane Slaughter
Matt McClintock
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I saw a man put his coffee down
On the bare earth
To tie his shoe
It made me wince

I’m afraid of the dirt
And everything that lives there

Thoreau wouldn’t have found Walden
At 128kBps

Jeffrey Mann
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I’m not afraid to die / Victoria Pekala
Collage
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Phantom fog on a flaming 
twilight, with photo
                 graph—amaretto—, 
                                indigo undig 
-ging shine from the 
warmandwelcome sky: chit-
                                      chit & charcoal burns, 
       remember the magnanimo- 
-us us is us- 
urping the forgotten throne
                       in its crowning glo 
                             -ry may stay 
imprisoned prisoners: 
figures astray in the mercury
                        dark—sh
     -utt and -udd and -att
-er
image noise 
highlight the structured
                                                    chimney— 
                         as if the cannons were 
bombing from
centers, to senders
                                           —»Eiffel 
                                           of my Eye” — 
or Prince Charming
gets a blow job
                                      violent celebration 
                             & confetti glass

{BASTILLE DAY 
FIREWORKS}

Jessica Riley
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A staying queue for grasses in their years:
The chirr of children running just above,
Imprinting steady on the quiet sod
The crossing ways of feet, which seldom know
That seasons too have ways of their own.
And sure before the startled blades can wake,
Another snow will come to round the hill,
A rain to fly a million sighs of mud;
While you are in the slowness of a shed
Perhaps, and wondering what those feet had said
As they bumped past the seared corner window.
Or whether treading home through open dark,
You might not meet them straight across the lake,
Tapping lightly in the hour. 

The Start
Alex Tchaykov
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I learned to walk from watching the machines
do their clumsy waltz. I learned to raise my arm
in an icy robot hello and that is why when I am moving
I am looking like I am made of metal,
all circuitry & wires & particles crashing against
my sides.

But you are making my body more 
useful. Beneath your hands,
I am thawing, I am becoming
a real boy.

You give my body a purpose &
when I move forward it 
is without the usual grinding of gears.

But purpose is not enough maybe
because when I am lying in 
a pool of warm water
I can imagine a body more similar 
to mine, except different and better
and this different and better body
could be with me & eat grapes
we could make a good life
make up our own dance
and learn to love the way our boxy robot bodies
look in leotards.

I learned to walk 
from watchIng 

machInes

Jeanne Davis
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When what starts all over, I
lose what needs be loosed
I cut my hair o’er a’ this;
something must be lost

guid-een my love, sleep
with me t’night, you would?
Love me nots for nowever;
I’ve never been any good

Mehr, mehr, mehr! you!
Mehr chancen; more chances
Nonsense! th’afternoon light
and her dances

I’ve Seen You

Cooper Casale
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Nomad / Gerda Mostonaite
Woodcut
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I used to say  
I missed you 
after just 
a school day 
 
I pointed 
at birds 
I called them 
dinosaurs 
 
what nouns are left to me? 
 
The world is sparkling 
& you are not in it 

someone close to 
me is dying

Jeanne Davis
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twelve years old 
and patch for patch 
some canonized 
gold coins 
meant for 
good skin and 
friend 
ships 

store brand 
baseball cap 
atop your 
middle part 
and fly aways 
canines 
embedded 
in your gums 
(who would have the heart 
for pre-excavation?)

preteen

Hannah Lawless
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Ribbons and Bows / May Hitchings
Woodcut
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Upon hearing of your grandmother’s death, I will put your wrist to my 
forehead, will prescribe you three more glasses of water, will know the 
right words to say and say them. Say it: I will finish our science fair project 
while you sit shiva. 

Upon learning that your new boyfriend is an entomologist, I will not pour 
my Miller High Life onto an anthill, I will not pick the wings off a luna 
moth, I will kill my own spiders, roaches, I will thank you for the ride 
home. 

I will pay my rent on time, complete my homework on time, return my 
library books on time. I will scrub blood from the bathmat, do my share of 
the dishes, and still be up in time for my 9 am. 

(do I call my mother enough? is my sister sleeping through the night?)

I will ask for a female piano instructor. 

I will believe every victim, tear down my Annie Hall poster, fast for a 
month, and never listen to R. Kelly’s “Bump n’ Grind” again. 

The next boy I sleep with, I will not call his art “objectively bad,”
The next person I touch, I will be sober
The next joke I make will not be funny and here it is: I will pick your long 
blonde hairs from my sweaters and never think of you again.

Non-comprehensive 
list of things 
I’m sorry about

Jeanne Davis
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you cried
genetics and 
gymnastics and
exposure. 
Fingers braided
across city lines,
I apologize every second. 
I repent in 
dressing rooms,
Whole Foods, 
your line of sight.  

you age
in 2nd hand 
skinny jeans
picked from piles in
my childhood room.
I bled
and stopped bleeding, too. 
sat at the feet
of Shared Distate 
in Post Pubescence
we wane. 
mom cries for us,
calls us crazy,
calls me bitch. 

in utero
we were whole
and growing.
attemps to repress
the 50 percent,
we stagnate.
mom labored for nothing.
could she know 
she’d birth refusals?   

love, big sis
Abbigayle Mathis
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the uncertain sadness 
of the surest joys 
and the turning 
over of hands before 
the one you love— 
narcotized cross 
legged swatting fruit 
flies. 
 
the holding 
onto of hands 
above childhood 
beneath fruit  
flies the homeless old— 
slack jawed; 
carrying too many 
mumbles, mumbles, mumbles

Of what is past, 
or passing, 
or to come

Cooper Casale
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Crystal / Killian Wyatt
Oil Paint on Canvas
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little fingers splinters
your thighs are fat beneath your skirt
you lose a ring
it was your grandmother’s

it sinks in perfect dark
to the oily brown bottom
even
unappealing
as fish food

your grandmother’s
teeth were brown with cigarette ends
laying into one another
an argument

pablo picasso
american paint

Katherine Norton
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T he Old Woman sat on the front porch in an old, well-worn 
rocking chair that creaked slightly as she moved languidly back 
and forth. The glass of iced tea that sat on the low table next to 
her was covered in minute drops of condensation that looked 

refreshingly cool in the hot summer sun. A dry breeze rustled the brown 
weeds still choking out an existence in the cracked red earth. 

She exhaled slowly and took a sip from the glass, never ceasing her rock-
ing. She closed her eyes and tilted her head back slightly. A young boy ap-
peared on the dirt road in front of her, shaking and shivering and dripping 
wet. The fear in his eyes was evident. The Old Woman winced momentarily. 
It was no more than a brief intake of breath, nothing that the boy would 
ever notice. She contained herself and smiled kindly down at the boy, wait-
ing for him to speak. 

“Where am I?” The boy’s voice shook as he tried to look her in the eyes. 
“Here,” the Old Woman responded calmly.
“Where’s here?” The boy looked around. The landscape was empty. There 

were no animals, no trees, no signs of life. Just the big white house with the 
wide front porch, the dirt road, a few dying weeds, and the intolerably hot 
sun. 

Again the Old Woman shut her eyes. She took a long, deep breath and 
said, “Don’t worry. You’re safe now. But since I am here and so are you, why 
don’t you come sit with me and talk a while?” She gestured to the rocking 
chair on the other side of the table that now contained two glasses of tea. 

Parting Words
Katie Googe
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The boy mounted the stairs to the porch, still hesitant as he studied the 
Old Woman’s wrinkled face. He sat in the chair and took the glass that she 
handed him. 

She stared at the boy for a minute and the boy gazed back, taking a sip 
of the tea. 

“I’m here now. What do you want to talk about?”
“Patience, my dear, first, tell me your name.”
“John.”
“That’s a nice name.”
“Thank you.” The boy’s face scrunched up in confusion. “What’s your 

name?”
The Old Woman sighed. “It’s not important. I am old, and names seem 

to lose meaning when you’re the only one to remember them. You may call 
me ‘grandmother.’ It’s easier.”

The boy nodded. “How old are you?”
“How high can you count?”
“I can count to 100!” The boy beamed.
“I’m older than that.” The boy looked stunned. “But that’s not important 

either. I am old and tired. Now, tell me about yourself. Do you have par-
ents?”

The boy seemed about to protest her dismissal, but his expression 
changed as if he were trying to remember something that happened in a 
dream. He began slowly, “I do have parents. I have a mom and a dad.” The 
memories seemed to come back to him as he recited them. “My father was 
going to take me to the woods today. We were resting by the well. He told 
me to go over to the edge and... and then my father looked over at me. And 
I was scared. And he reached out and... and now... I’m here.”

The Old Woman stifled a gasp. After all these years, when children told 
her stories like that- she thought she’d be used to them by now, but she still 
wasn’t. She never had children of her own, of course, but she never under-
stood how parents could- 

She calmed herself and turned back to John. “Ah, well tell me, how old 
are you?

“Nine.” 
“Tell me about your friends, what do you like to do?”
The Old Woman smiled and sank back into her chair as the boy rambled, 

chattering on and on about his life, his friends, his opinions, how he felt 
about chores. She listened patiently, the lines about her eyes deepening as 
she smiled at the boy. She never interrupted, but when he forgot something, 
or seemed to drift off into memory, she would turn to him and ask him a 
simple question that he would answer before moving on to some other top-
ic. He told her everything that he knew, and they sat in the chairs, sipping 
iced tea that never ran out, as the sun sank in the sky. 
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Just as the sun was turning the red ground gold, the boy finished his sto-
ry. He had nothing left to say, and she did not press him. They sat for a time 
in the still air with no sound but the creaking of the rocking chairs. The 
sky turned from orange to purple and finally to a black-blue just a shade 
deeper than the bruises on the boy’s wrists. The stars appeared one by one 
in the sky. Finally, the Old Woman turned to the boy and looked deep into 
his eyes. 

“It is time, darling.”
“But...”
“Come, now, it is time to leave. Everyone must.”
“Yes, grandmother.”
“Come here, my child.” She took the boy in her arms and held him tight. 

She kissed him on the forehead and held him at arms length. “You must go.”
“But where should I go, grandmother? I do not know the way.”
“Now sweet, you see the road you came from?” The Old Woman pointed 

to the road that the boy had appeared on. The boy nodded. “Just follow 
that until you reach the sunset.”“But, grandmother, the road ends just after 
where I appeared.”

“Not anymore.”
The Old Woman rose out of her chair on her arthritic limbs as the boy 

shuffled off her porch towards the last rays of sun in the west. She raised her 
hand in parting as the boy gave a shy wave.

She stood watching him trudge off into the distance until she could see 
him no more. When both the sun and the boy finally disappeared, Death 
sank down into her chair, stared at the glass of ice tea that had finally been 
emptied, dropped her beautiful, old face into her vein-crossed hands, and 
sobbed. 
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i have a push up bra
i have a dead tooth
i have $5 
worth of toy prizes 
from a coin machine
in iowa.

tug boat

Jianna Justice
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fending off
   your friend          
                                           [matthew??]
with all of my elbows,
    I make my hands two hooks -- ? ? 
 I cannot look at you except from             
                                                                                                           the corner 
     where I see only the pouch of skin below your jaw
                       && a dress white as cheese. 
how can I engage your attention
when there is a christmas ham lodged in my throat ? ?
I open my mouth
to say something--
                             [good/correct/perfect]
--and only gravy comes out.   
how will I relay this urgent message:
                 at one time, everyone wrote about the bomb.
     but I have retreated to more old fashioned fears:
     clicking latches / burning bread / overpacking.

girl
Jeanne Davis
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How is it that ears sleep closest to
The heart skipping steps? Shine brightest in a lover’s bed?

Perhaps because as eyes and mouths
Close, those sculpted ears are always looking.

While hearts beat dream rhythms, forgetting the world,
Ears wouldn’t dare to miss the breath of cars wheezing by outside.

Because the mind sleeps stretched on pillows only
Past and pending, ears always stay and pray

Ready to hear me shout
And wake all the stars

Dragging them from the sea floor of sleep
To hear “Goodnight,

It’s me if you’ve forgotten,
I’ve been dreaming by you all the time!”

And the mouth may smile but snores so soon
And the eyes blink slowly until they fall forever

And the heart says “1,2; 1,2; 1,2; 1,2; 1…”
Until it stops to rest as well

But the ears they keep on smiling
Saying “tell me” for all our years. 

Haruki
Matt McClintock
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Self Portrait / Abigail West
Charcoal on Paper
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“I want to fuck you so bad.” His hand slips over my knee, hold-
ing my leg down as if he senses my need to run. I can hear 
familiar voices echoing off the brick walls of the alley behind 
us, but he’s holding me tight and I can’t turn around to give 

them faces.
“I just didn’t think this would happen. Don’t go.”
He’s probably staring at me. There are no street lights around and my 

night-vision is clouded by the smoke of the cigarette in his free hand.
“That’s very sweet, but I just told y-“
“IknowIknowIknow, just – listen. Come on, don’t be a prude.” He moves 

his hand around to my back to pull me closer, and I take the chance to slip 
off the bench. I start walking towards my apartment and he follows, stag-
gering and swaying, and moving at about half his normal speed. I thank god 
he took those last two shots and outpace him while his pleas and don’t be a 
bitch!-es, fall flat on the sidewalk now growing between us. 

I lock my door behind me and slip my shoes off before falling face first on 
to my bed. I wrap my legs up tight to my chest, breathing deeply and exhal-
ing in equal counts of 10 like I saw someone do in a movie once, thinking 
this is supposed to help. My phone dings and I look down to see a new 
message and three more unread. 

Commeeeee back plssss
listen me. I juts realy want yo. sorry if I did somthn wrong
Fuck you anyway why wold I want a fat bitch like u?
I’m sorry just come outside please im out here
I don’t hear Rebecca enter, but she flops down next to me and starts 

brushing her fingers through my hair.

Peak

Abbigayle Mathis
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“You’re so pretty, you know that? I love you,” she coos in her signature 
sing song voice.

“What have you been up to tonight?” I ask. Right before I left she told 
me she was “staying in for the night” so I’m surprised to smell the vodka 
on her breath.

“I was with Justin, that asshole,” she slurs, “he wouldn’t stop just hovering 
all fucking night. You have to go out with me from now on, you’re the best 
wingwoman.”

“I will.”
“Promise?”
“Promise.”
Rebecca’s still brushing her fingers through my hair, and before I know it 

she’s singing herself to sleep. She drifts off with a sizable chunk of my hair 
curled around her first and middle finger, and I leave it there, listening to 
her slow, even breathing until my dry mouth catches up to me. I slip to the 
kitchen to get a glass of water, and the clock on the oven tells me it’s well 
past four. I should be hungry. I should be dead tired. I should be lying next 
to my best friend, dreaming about marrying Leonardo DiCaprio and mov-
ing to France with our 2.5 kids. Instead I am guzzling tap water in the glow 
of the oven’s clock. 

 When mom was still here we talked about this kind of stuff all the time. 
If I mentioned a boy she took the opportunity to utter her famous phrase: 
“Boys think they own everything, especially you. Don’t entertain that. Don’t 
let them make you their thing.”

The events of the night finally sink in, and my hands start shaking. 
I want to fuck you. 
I feel bad for feeling so bad.
I want to fuck you.
I feel like I should’ve seen it coming. I should’ve known from the first 

day of class when he made some stupid joke that I don’t even remember 
now but went something like I’m a real ladies man, gettin’ pussy, blah blah 
whatever. 

I feel bad because I know I’m so lucky, and I know it’s all fucked up and 
we’re all fucked up.

Last year Jamie got raped. She was walking home from the library, pass-
ing the statue on Jones St. when it happened. 

Freshman year, Rebecca was in a crowded bar drinking the vodka sprite 
her date brought her, when she realized she was drunk off only half of it. 
She texted me a string of letters and I ran over to find her slouched against 
the booth, her date’s hand crawling its way up her shirt. When I told him he 
had to leave he muttered something to the effect of …jealous cockblock…
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I make my way back to my bed, where Rebecca is now sprawled diago-
nally, and planted firmly on top of my sheets. I crawl into the little space 
left in the corner, and nuzzle into her armpit, which I can’t help but realize 
smells entirely too clean for a night out drinking. Now that I think about 
it, I’ve never once had to whisper to her or secretly text her that maybe she 
should go put on some extra deodorant, and I’m kind of sad that we’ve nev-
er had this intimate moment. Her face is a perfectly weird, squished glory of 
smeary makeup and bar sweat, and I whisper I love you too before nudging 
her to the side as gently as possible and falling asleep next to her.

 
~~
When I wake up Rebecca is nursing a coffee in the living room. 
“Your phone has been going off like crazy.”
 I check my phone. Three missed calls, two voicemails, four texts. All 

from him. I consider just deleting them and blocking his number but figure 
that’s a fight I don’t want to have, so I check his last message.

Sorry about that. You know how tequila makes me act.
No worries. Been there. 

~~
 Monday morning I sit on the opposite side of the room. He waves 

and smiles, and makes a gesture that is supposed to convey oops, sorry lol 
what a funny night we had. I smile back and take my seat. He’s probably 
staring at me, but I don’t look back to check.
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et phone home
call someone to help me because im finding it
difficult to keep myself alive. im finding it
strange that im so close to death and all i can 
think about is life

et go home 
please bring me with you because life here is too
fragile that im frightened beyond any nightmare any
dream that’s gone too far to go back please
et wake me up

et’s gone home
all they have us watching is the weather channel and 
meteorologists that are probably far from accurate but 
my mother tells me that that will be me but maybe
she’s as wrong as them

et’s wrong home
everyone around me blurs together into one movement one
last glimpse and suddenly I began moving or leaving 
somewhere at some time because at that moment i felt
lost between the end and home

Phone Home

Maxwell Rabb
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and I think I know this to be true:
I don’t know much of anything about anything at all.

I know the veins in the back of my hand
and I know they hurt me.

I know only vaguely the sharp of gravel
and then very acutely the waves of nausea.

and I can’t do anything but word vomit
new narratives of alliterative nothing.

because when I say it’s been awhile
I mean it’s been nearly forever. 

Victoria Pekala

SCREEN FATIGUE
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Divaricate / Casey Sykes
Digital Photograph
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it’s vitriolic domestic,
sharp-nailed gods and 
dogs with blunt teeth in
ghost towns, twin beds in
each room, twins instead of
monsters underneath.

a woman with a scarred neck
sits on one bed, says
it’s easy to be a martyr with
scars like these
says, it’s easy to get scars like these
says, it comes naturally to me. 

above her, a god whispers,
there’s a duality to broken skin,
but a barking dog drowns
out the sound of her voice. 

pre-apocalyptic
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Manisha Banga

in the moment before,
a birth. belly sliced open with 
thin knife, mother wide awake, 
mother with teeth grit into her
lover’s arm,
mother saying, I know it hurts 
when the sun hits you for the first time.

rays sharp on infant skin, and then—
the sun explodes.
a god looks down at two women
and their burnt-skin baby, says,
put them under a twin bed. 

to her baby, mother says, 
scars will come
naturally to you.

mid-apocalyptic
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Zach thinks I use too many paper towels. Zach is the boyfriend of my 
kind-of-boyfriend’s sister and he is in a band. 

I pretend like I don’t think this is cool but really I do. I’m not in a band 
and I think people in bands are cool. I think people in bands are cool 
because I’m afraid of stages and people in bands are not afraid of stages.

People in bands also use just the right amount of paper towels. I know 
Zach thinks I use too many paper towels because when I was drying my 
hands with a paper towel—or actually, two paper towels—he glanced at 
me and then said to his girlfriend, “Could you grab the green rag out of 
the laundry room so I don’t have to use so many paper towels?”

He said, “so I don’t” but he really meant “so she doesn’t.” The she in this 
situation is me.

Zach probably thinks I don’t care about the environment, which is only 
kind of true. I do care about the environment, but I have trouble caring 
about the environment in my day-to-day life.

For example I throw plastic cups in the trash, which until last Monday, 
nobody had noticed. Last Monday, my co-worker Luke, who I’m afraid of, 
watched me throw my plastic cup into the trash can and said “Hey! You 
should recycle that!” I acted like I thought the trash can was the recycling 
bin and “how could I be so stupid?” but he could see right through me.

Reasons I Can’t 
Join a Band

Leila Register
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In that moment—the moment when Luke could see right through me—I 
was as clear as the plastic cup. I’ve realized that in most moments I am as 
clear as the plastic cup. As clear any plastic cup. 

When I see puppies with my kind-of-boyfriend who loves dogs, I pretend 
to love them even though I am confused by them and I am as clear as the 
plastic cup.

When the Art Director of the company I interned with for two months 
sends me a Facebook message asking me to send him a list of my favorite 
movies of 2015, I am as clear as the plastic cup.

The reason the Art Director, whose name is Farbod, asks me to send him 
lists is because he  thinks I am cool; this is only because I carefully reveal 
to him the coolest parts of me, like the fact I went to the Cannes Film Fes-
tival one time and not the fact that I love Bravo TV and, more specifically, 
Watch What Happens Live with Andy Cohen.

When I eat kale salads and call them something like “delicious,”  I am as 
clear as the plastic cup.

When I pretend to think that people in bands are not that cool, I am as 
clear as the plastic cup.

For the rest of the night I had to use the green rag that Zach made his girl-
friend, the sister of my kind-of-boyfriend, retrieve from the laundry room. 
I hated every second of it.

I’ve watched enough Bounty commercials to know that rags are dirty and 
that paper towels are much better for your children. 

I don’t have children, which you should know is absolutely the only thing 
that makes me and people in bands the same.  
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Skater / Jianna Justice
Collage
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STEEPLE PHOTO

STEEPLE PHOTO

i. Found,         lit : unlit

        Matte black frame, she

     tortured by thick heavenly (heaven-bound) concrete

on charred mute barstool blackest
     sad, sweet and ebony she

        carried body long tall stooping lit by glances of
glory hole grey, neon declarations of keepsteeple, reappeople
     sacrosanct clamoring bar blat chatter                                             hush

        smoky neon church sign stage right, slightly kiltered
intoxicated with night glance, smatter shatter of bottle shard meet feet.

In cigar smoke shading silence, absence of complete absorption of
     lights Liberty Torch for

 
        heavenly (heaven-bound) streets of Wall Street gold green paper.  Tough Times

     evaluate her unpoised form

chills brisk morning breath of cognizant          recognize

Jessica Riley
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the neighbors 
reek of tax evasion
and googled sex positions
i watch them
walk across the street
to take my paper
our morning ritual
they always
leave the comics
except on sunday
when they are in color.

the neighbors

Jianna Justice
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There’s a record I’d like to find –
The kind my ears will keep upon the earth
While rising waves are twisting into reign
And stars are whole in axle like in arc.
For nothing is the world that silence holds
Yet hardly knows to sing. 

I see the erring density of woods;
A boggy moss climbs out and out,
The stream goes steady and about,
The cast of one leaf stacks against another. 
I follow to their ending bounds a sea
Where water moves the depths of twirling roots
And stumbles through the limestone crags.
Here, where even light has dwelt and stirred.

When we return, I’ll have to show you how
The people lived by vowels wrapt in soil;
But come now, there is time beneath an oak.
I’ll tell you something short about love,
About the boy who chased the open hawks. 

The Record
Alex Tchaykov
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Birch / Gerda Mostonaite
Screen Print
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I said hello to a sock today
and helped a man to North Avenue
Venus Equilateral
I can’t click like but what does it matter
They dance to the rubab in Noorestani
Fur coats of dead things dancing as if alive
Love isn’t ours it belongs to rich men
I wanted to tell you but they told me not to
There’s anger but I know
Eating People is Wrong
Federico Fellini dreams like you I wonder
how quickly or slowly he falls asleep
The bird and the cat
My phone wants to say vag not cat
The difference doesn’t matter
They’re all dying one then another then
the next
Balding heads just make us feel aware of 
life slipping by
Mistaking youth for vitality
When really we’re all dying in the dark
Living in the light
At the same time as I sit here there’s 12 girls dead in  
Afghanistan
The earthquake shook the building but the 
people ran them down
There was a page I wanted to show you

Try and See: 
 What I Saw on   
  Monday

Taylor Gates
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A million stories from one day
I marched home in the rain and the cold to 
the beat of  “1234, 56, 23, fuck, fuck go
away, I wish life would go away”
I took too many photos of my feet today
I couldn’t seem to look up 
Told the kid who was hit by a truck that I 
think of him now when I cross the street
Didn’t say that I was hoping to be hit as 
well
It’s fine
That’s what I said on the phone in the 
garden
Wet benches and shoes and pants and 
eyes
Busted umbrellas that fail you
People that scare you
Irrational anger, yelling over coffee
Saying goodbye and holding on too long
Writing out words that only hold memories 
best left forgotten 
No wonder Socrates was scared of writing 
anything down
My mouth is yearning
My body is learning to remember so well
that the real doesn’t matter
Emptiness is only outside 
Escape inwards
Hands turn to wrap around yourself
Leave the empty pillow piled against the 
wall
Pulled through hair, slaps on the face
Hands turn to wake oneself, to shake
oneself away from reverie, misery

I told you everything was try and see
It’s true
I wrote it down in my notebook
It’s on paper
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It’s true
I’ve seen it today and every time before 
I’ll see what I try
I’ll try to see
It’s all try and see my friend
My love I didn’t say out loud
Nothing to do but watch it play out

Processed meats cause cancer now we 
know
I still ate bacon and sausage for dinner 
though 
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pink purple flowers open
five-petaled things a thicket of them
violets violent rolling knolls under wraps
seeds wind-blown dapple 
dot
hip bones 
now knee caps

three around that little divot
that says i come from woman

fire
crack
hers
spit sparks like handheld dragons
in the dark drunk untruth
mind your head

when i was a princess
i rode a fat dragon
my hat was tall pink
my undress was
purple

the princess and the 
gardener

Katherine Norton
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Partition / Charlotte Bleau
Digital Photograph
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you’re a developing 
photograph and I’ll 
fit neatly into the 
background.
 
a family of turtles gallop  
from point A along 
the length of your 
diagonaled hypotenuse 
 
and again you’ve missed 
your layover so you 
find yourself back in 
the dark room. 
 
bright, you waver into 
existence, a trembled bleed 
of corrective ink 
on a pretreated page.

some dog-eared corner 
of a paperback purchased 
for a different draft 
is your thumb-stained lens;

it’s page fifty-seven, 
line seventy-five and someone’s 
turning around a moment too 
soon the song ends.

you’re a developing photo— 
bomb dropped into a 
polar easterly bound 
for another generation.

we fingerpainted  
side-by-side, 
a hideous orange blob 
on white-framed canvas.

the flash echoes a 
connective sphere of influence: 
stained glass heavy 
with fishbowl inversion.

there was a time when 
I wrote a poem and 
switched you and I 
and we were neither.

because smokestacks 
have never regained 
their once familiar 
comfort; braided thrice.

you’re a developing photo, 
graphed quick and slanted 
over years of whited out 
frameworks and left to
 
tremble in the dark.

you’re a developing 
photograph

Josh Jacobs
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PLAYLIST

Listen online at stillpointuga.com

Andrew Gorham .........................Measure Every Breath

Dan Clifford ............................................. pure character

Jeff Mann .........................................................Borderline

Kathryn Koopman .................................... Stained Glass

Robert van Cleave Smith ........................ Heritage Loop

Dan Clifford ............................................two weeks later
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CONTRIBUTORS
Manisha Banga 
is a 3rd year English and Classical Culture major from Duluth, Georgia. 
Manisha has been writing about witches for four years and she still hasn’t 
made her point.

Charlotte Bleau 
is a 2nd year English and Women’s Studies major from Atlanta, Georgia. I 
am still particular about people and things.

Meredith Brasher
is a 2nd year English and Political Science from Atlanta, Georgia. She 
writes best after 2 AM, shares the same zodiac sign as Trump

Cooper Casale 
is a 3rd year English major from Marietta, Georgia. Although his principle 
focus is in poetry, he is also a musician who plays electric bass for the 
Redcoat Band. Some of his favorite writers he’s inspired by are William 
Carlos Williams, Frank O’Hara, W.B. Yeats, Robert Burns, and Langston 
Hughes.

Dan Castle 
is a 3rd year Advertising major from Dallas, Texas. High schooled in 
Texas, raised in Minnesota, born in Chicago. Colleged in Georgia, 
obviously.

Robert van Cleave Smith
is a 4th year English major with a Music Business certificate.

Dan Clifford
is a 4th year Advertising major. In his rare spare time he writes and 
records his own songs and endeavors to release them on cassette.
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Morgan Curtis 
is a 4th year English major from Lizella, Georgia.

Jeanne Davis 
is a 2nd year Journalism major from Atlanta, Georgia, who likes to watch 
tv.

Taylor Gates 
is a 3rd year International Affairs and Political Science major from 
Canton, Georgia. Taylor grew up riding in the middle seat of the back row 
in her family’s eight passenger car, of which they only filled seven seats. 
A triplet, she’s used to being mistaken for her other two sisters. Home-
schooled till fourth grade, Taylor was raised on long road trips, stacks and 
stacks of books, forts in the backyard, home-videos, travel journals and 
self-published novels... all of which she still practices today.

Andrew Gorham 
is a 3rd year Finance major from Roswell, Georgia. Drummer of the band  
he started with his best friend in 7th grade. His best friend studies in 
New York, so Gorham writes and records these bedroom songs in the 
meantime.

May Hitchings 
is a 3rd year Printmaking major from Lookout Mountain, Georgia. May 
just wants to make stuff... and then hoard it.

Josh Jacobs 
is a 4th year English and Mass Media Arts major from Marietta, Georgia. 
He thinks a polar bear would beat an octopus in a fair fight.

Jianna Justice 
is a 2nd year Mass Media Arts and English major from Atlanta, Georgia

Kathryn Koopman
is a 3rd year Music Composition and Music Education major.
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Hannah Lawless 
is a 3rd year English major and Studio Art minor from Grayson, Georgia 
and is a Stillpoint Staff Member. She spends the majority of her time 
reading and wandering around.

Jeffrey Mann 
is a 3rd year Music Theory and Music Business major from Sandy Springs, 
Georgia. He writes poetry in his spare time and composes Electro-Acous-
tic pop music under the moniker of Rill Boy.

Abbigayle Mathis 
is a 2nd year English major from Villa Rica, Georgia. Her poetry writing 
comes second to her tweet writing. Hopefully she’ll find a way to monetize 
both.

Matt McClintock 
is a 3rd year Environmental Economics and Management major from 
Lawrenceville, Georgia. Avid backpacker and camper. Outdoor experience 
helped turn him inwards, towards self exploration and literature starting 
with the transcendentalists then growing to encompass everything from 
the classics to the contemporary avant-garde. Future dreams include 
living in a cabin and translating ancient Japanese poetry in the fashion of 
personal hero Gary Snyder.

Gerda Mostonaite 
is a 4th year Art major from Marietta, Georgia. She is a passionate maker 
and a nostalgic futurist.

Katherine Norton 
is a 4th year English major from Peachtree City, Georgia. She is an editor 
and aspiring author. After graduation I’m moving someplace near the 
water.
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Roma Parikh 
is a 2nd year International Affairs and Arabic major from Marietta, 
Georgia. She is your average feminist who loves to read, write, and 
most importantly travel. She can speak three languages, and she has an 
extensive bucket list already even though she’s still yet to hit her roaring 
twenties.

Victoria Pekala 
is a 2nd year English and Economics major from Manitowoc, Wisconsin.

Maxwell Rabb 
is a 1st year English and History major from Atlanta, Georgia. He is 
passionate about quality root beer and a radical change in the system.

Leila Register 
is a 3rd year Film Studies and Mass Media Arts from Atlanta, Georgia. 
Leila Register is twenty years old and she has a great personality. One of 
her goals is to make better eye contact and another one of her goals is to 
stop telling everyone about her great personality. Leila is sorry she hasn’t 
called her mom back, but wants her to know that she’s doing fine and 
setting very practical goals.

H.Z. Revicks 
is a 4th year Environmental Economics major from Kennesaw, Georiga. 
He is a 5’8”, 135 lb. male, with brown eyes, brown hair, and a brown beard. 
He mostly writes songs and poems.

Jessica Riley 
is a 2nd year English major from Woodstock, Georgia. Jessica is a second 
year English major from Woodstock, GA. A quiet, albeit funny INFJ, 
she hopes to travel extensively and write several books of poetry in her 
lifetime.
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Casey Sykes 
is a 3rd year Magazine Journalism major from Augusta, Georgia. 
I’m Casey. She mainly makes photos, but every now and then, she’ll 
word-vomit some scattered thoughts onto an iPhone Note at 3am and 
pretend it’s poetry.

Alex Tchaykov 
is a 1st year English and Piano Performance major from Peachtree City, 
Georgia. He was born in Bulgaria, he speaks Bulgarian, his favorite animal 
is the penguin, his favorite musical form is the fugue, and he believes in 
words!

Abigail West 
is a 1st year Art student from Oklahoma City, Oklahoma who loves the 
little things. She is interested in our relationships with the visual world 
around us.

Killian Wyatt 
is a 3rd year Publication Management major, English minor and Studio 
Art minor from Atlanta, Georgia. He is a total slacker. When he’s not 
longboarding to class or ironing his beanies, he’s painting or reading a 
book.
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Stillpoint Staff
Manisha Banga
is a 3rd year English and Classical Culture major. She is the junior editor 
for Stillpoint.

Sara Bertolini
is a 3rd year Advertising and Marketing major from Peachtree City, GA. 
She usually can be found being mad at package scripts in rundowns, 
collecting Skype technical data, or editing weather block teases. Whatever 
that means.

Ellen Brown
is a 4th year English major, currently searching for employment in  
publishing. Hobbies include eating grilled cheese and petting dogs.

Ethan Crane
is a 1st year Classics and Linguistics major from Athens, Georgia. He has a 
deep interest in creative writing and has been involved with literary publi-
cations since his first year of high school.

Lisa Fu
is a 2nd year Economics and Journalism double major. She’s currently a 
writer for the Red & Black and hopes to be a business reporter someday.

Annie Ho
is a 2nd year Public Health and Women’s Studies major. She proudly 
makes bad art. 

Jianna Justice
is a 2nd year English major who is still trying to figure it all out. She enjoys 
Eileen Myles, green apples, and her dog Auggie.

Keto Kacharava
is a 2nd year Entertainment and Media Studies major. (I don’t really know 
what else to put)
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Katherine La Mantia
is a 4th year English and Comparative Literature major. She’s a big fan of 
the Target dollar section and dreams of making enough money to have 
a house with a dedicated cat room. Seeing as her passion is editing and 
publishing, this seems unlikely.

Hannah Lawless
is a 3rd year English major and Studio Art minor. She spends the majority 
of her time reading and wandering.

Trevor Lisa
is a 4th year English and Communication Studies major. He is the  senior 
editor of Stillpoint. He hasn’t read a book since he read The Great Gatsby 
in like 10th grade and one time he backed his mom’s car out of the garage 
with the driver’s side door open and ripped the door off.

Jeff Mann
is a 3rd year Music Theory and Music Business major. Musician. Writer. 
Human Bean. Little, Tea Pot. These are a few of the names by which Jeffrey 
calls himself. He mostly sits in his room in pitch blackness but fully awake.

Victoria Pekala
is a 2nd year English and Economics major. Pekala is a Midwesterner 
stuck in the South, and a writer who spends much more time talking 
about writing than actually writing. In her spare time, she enjoys telling 
people about her huge collection of 20th century novels, which is awe-
some, by the way.

Matthias Wilder
is a 2nd year Computer Science, English, and Mathematics major. Matthi-
as is trying to play a dangerous game of three majors, vague life directions, 
and multiple netflix binges. He is also excited for the return of Orphan 
Black and the end of the election cycle.

Killian Wyatt
is a 3rd year Publication Management major minoring in English and 
Studio Art. He is the design editor for Stillpoint. Catch him weeknights on 
NCIS: Los Angeles at 9:00 P.M. (8:00 P.M. Central). Only on CBS. 
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About Stillpoint
Since 1967, Stillpoint Literary Magazine has served as a forum for under-
graduate writers and visual artists at the University of Georgia. The pieces 
featured in the 2016 issue of Stillpoint were selected from a pool of blind 
submissions. Names were omitted during selection and staff members did 
not judge their own work. This issue was arranged by the Design Editor 
with the help of the Stillpoint staff and others using Abode InDesign CC, 
Photoshop CC, and Illustrator CC on a MacBook Pro. The type is set in 
Metallophile Sp8, Minion Pro, Industry, and others from Adobe Typekit.
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